Third Panel Session

3:05-4:30

**Revolutions and Revolutionaries in China and Russia**

*Kenneth Hall, Chair and Comment*

**Cardinal Hall A**

*Will Connelly* (Ball State): China’s Mobile Revolutionary Generations

*Jacob Garrett* (Ball State): Collapse of an Empire: The Revolution of 1905 and the Rise of the Bolsheviks

*Lexi Gribble* (Ball State): Women and Gender during China’s Cultural Revolution

**Cardinal Hall B**

**ROUNDTABLE: Doing Digital History**

*Doug Seefeldt, Chair*

*James Connolly, Comment*

*Nate Adams, Katy Evans, Anna Kinnen, Jake Klinger, Frank Lacopo, Hayden Shaw, Brendan White*

**Cardinal Hall C**

**Macrohistories: Large Scale Patterns of Change and Continuity**

*Elizabeth Lawrence, Chair and Comment*

*Ron Finger* (Ball State): A Contemporary Comparison of Song, China and Heian, Japan

*Amanda Grogan* (Ball State): The Celtic Water Cult

*Cade Heaton* (Ball State): The Evolution of Social Movements in pre-Soviet Russia

4:40 – 5:15

**Reception and Awards Ceremony**

*Simon Balto, Elizabeth Lawrence, Michael Doyle, Abel Alves*

---

This conference is organized by the Ball State Department of History. Support has been provided by the Department of History, the Honors College, the Center for Middletown Studies, the Office of the Associate Provost for Research, and the Office of the Dean of the College of Sciences and Humanities.

All conference events take place in the designated rooms within the L.A. Pittenger Student Center, and are free and open to the public.
8:30-8:50  Welcome, Opening Remarks, and Refreshments
Music Lounge
Maureen McCarthy, Dean, College of Sciences and Humanities
Abel Alves, Chair, Department of History

9:05-10:40  First Panel Session
Cardinal Hall A  Race, Place, and Displacement in Twentieth-Century US History
Scott Stephan, Chair and Comment
Austin Glaub (Ball State): The Confederate Flag in the White Rural North: A Political History
Faith Gorrell (Ball State): Japanese Internment Camps
Bethany Koch (Ohio State University): What Really Happened in Lima, Ohio? The History of Racial Violence in a Small City
Amy Luby (Ohio University): “One of the Dirtiest Things to Happen in America”: Resident Resistance to Removals Caused by the Creation of Shenandoah National Park

9:05-10:40  Second Panel Session
Cardinal Hall B  Purity and Panic: Historicizing Gendered Roles and their Subversion
Jessica Reuther, Chair and Comment
Kathryn Evans (Ball State): “Women Hold Up Half the Sky”: Shifting Women’s Martyrdom to Fidelity in Ming-Qing China through the Cultural Revolution
Jason Rose (Ball State): “Marching up the Road to Social Betterment”: Understanding the Flapper as a Cosmopolitan and Transnational Figure
Noël Sucese (Ball State): Coloring In and Outside of the Lines: Experiences of Women Tattoo Artists of Color in the U.S.
Megan Vohs (Ball State): Sex and the City: The Women’s Christian Temperance Union and the Mann Act of 1910

12:00-1:30  Lunch Break

12:00-12:50  History MA Program Informational Session
Cardinal Hall C
Daniel Ingram, Director of Graduate Studies

1:30-2:55  Second Panel Session
Cardinal Hall A  Space, Movement, and Memory
Jennifer DeSilva, Chair and Comment
Allison Chapin (Northeastern University): A Chosen History: Public Memory, the Great Trek, and Politics in South Africa
Frank Lacopo (Ball State): A Tale of Two Temples: Sacred Spaces, Intercultural Encounter, and the First Jesuits in Italy and Japan
Emily Slomski (University of Nebraska): Fit for a Strange Home: Understanding American Catholic Orphan Asylums’ Use of Indenture for Child Placement

1:30-2:55  Roundtable: Documenting the Black Student Experience at Ball State from the Civil Rights Era to the Present
Cardinal Hall B
Michael Doyle, Chair
Simon Balto, Comment
Nick Evans, Marquise Gee, Allison Hunt, Mitchell Kissick

11:00-12:00  Student History Conference Keynote Address
Student Center Ballroom
Introduction by Nicole Etcheson,
Alexander M. Bracken Professor of History
“The Fight That Never Ended: How the Civil War Generation Remembered the War”
Dr. Caroline Janney, Professor of History, Purdue University

Culture and Conflict during the Global Cold War
Sergei Zhuk, Chair and Comment
Ian Gonzales (Ball State): One Hundred Years of Servitude: A Critical Literary Exploration of The Rosales Saga
Kelsey Gordon (Ball State): They Live Among Us: Understanding the Atomic Age and Communist Aggressions through Science Fiction Films, 1950-1959
*read by Nathan Rivers (Ball State)